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Summary
Portia is a genus of web-invadingaraneophagicjumping spidersknown from earlierstudies
to derive aggressive-mimicrysignals by using a generate-and-testalgorithm(trial-and-error
tactic). Here P. fimbriata's use of trial-and-errorto solve a confinementproblem (how to
escape from an island surroundedby water) is investigated. Spiders choose between two
potentialescape tactics (leap or swim), one of which will fail (bringspiderno closer to edge
of tray) and the other of which will partiallysucceed (bring spider closer to edge of tray).
The particularchoice that will partiallysucceed is unknownto the spider.Using trial-anderror,P fimbriata solves the confinementproblemboth when correctchoices are rewarded
(i.e. when the spideris moved closer to edge of tray)and when incorrectchoices arepunished
(i.e. when the spidergets no closer to edge of tray).

Introduction
Convergenceof behaviouralecology andcognitivepsychology has generated
considerableinterest in how the cognitive capacities of animals influence
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behaviour(Yoerg, 1991; Belisle & Cresswell, 1997; Dukas, 1998a; Kamil,
1998). Importantquestions remain unresolved concerning the extent to
which an animal'svariouscognitive abilities are single-purposeadaptations
tailoredfor specific functions (Stephens, 1991; McFarland& Boser, 1993).
How often and underwhat circumstancesdoes evolution of cognitive skills
push animals across a threshold, enabling them to respond flexibly and
adaptivelyto problems outside the context in which these skills originally
evolved (see Dennett, 1996)? These questionsmay be especially tractablein
an unusualgroupof predatoryarthropods,the araneophagicjumpingspiders
(Wilcox & Jackson, 1998; Harland& Jackson,2000).
The eyes of most spiders lack the structuralcomplexity required for
acute vision (Homann, 1971; Land, 1985), but the unique,complex eyes of
jumping spiders (Salticidae) supportresolution ability that has no known
parallelsin other animals of comparablesize (Land, 1969a, b, 1974; Blest
et al., 1990). Most salticids are cursorialhuntersof insects and make no use
of webs in theirintricatevision-controlledpredatorybehaviour(Richman&
Jackson, 1992; Jackson& Pollard, 1996), but thereare exceptions,the most
strikingof which are tropical African, Asian and Australiansalticids from
the genus Portia (Wanless, 1978). Besides capturingprey away from webs,
these species also spin prey-capturewebs (Jackson,1985), andthey routinely
invadealien webs (Jackson& Wilcox, 1998) where they take theirpreferred
prey,otherspiders(Li & Jackson, 1996, 1997; Li et al., 1997).
Portia's prey, web-buildingspiders,have only rudimentaryeyesight and
use interpretationof web signals (tension and movementpatternsconveyed
throughthe silk lines of the web) as a primarysensory modality (Foelix,
1996). The web is an integralpartof the typical web-buildingspider'ssensory system (Witt, 1975). After entering anotherspider's web, Portia does
not simply stalk or chase down its victim but instead generatesaggressivemimicry web signals (Jackson& Pollard, 1996; Tarsitanoet al., 2000) by
using any combinationof its eight legs, two palps and abdomen.Ability to
alter sequences, and to vary the speed, amplitude,and timing of the movement of each appendageindependently(Jackson& Blest, 1982; Jackson&
Hallas, 1986a;Jackson,1992), gives Portia an almostunlimitedrepertoireof
signals (Jackson& Wilcox, 1993a).
Portia is effective at capturinga very wide rangeof web-buildingspiders
(Jackson & Hallas, 1986b) despite considerable variation among spider
species in how they respondto differenttypes of signals. Two basic signalgenerationtactics appearto be critical (Jackson & Wilcox, 1998): 1) use
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of prey-specificpre-programmedsignals when cues from certain common
prey are detected;2) flexible adjustmentof signals in response to feedback
derivationof the
from the intendedvictim. The second tactic, trial-and-error
appropriateweb signals, is a generate-and-testalgorithm(see Simon, 1969)
where the generatingcapacityis especially large. The two tactics may often
be combined, with trial-and-errorsignal derivationbeing used to complete
predatorysequences afterstartingoff with pre-programmedtactics (Jackson
& Wilcox, 1998).
When derivingsignals by trial and error,Portia firstpresentsthe resident
spider with a kaleidoscope of different web signals. When one of these
signals eventuallyelicits an appropriateresponsefromthe prey spider,Portia
stops varyingits signals andconcentrateson repeatingthe signal thatworked
(Jackson & Wilcox, 1993a). If this signal stops working, Portia varies its
signals againuntil anothersignal is found thattriggersa favourableresponse
from the prey spider.Using this trialand errortactic, Portiain the laboratory
can communicatewith, controlandcapturemanykinds of spiders,including
species thatwould neverbe encounteredin nature(Wilcox & Jackson,1998).
Theoretical accounts for why pronounced behavioural flexibility and
problem-solving ability may be dominant features of Portia's predatory
strategyhave emphasizedthreefactors:the intimatecontactthis predatorhas
with its prey's sensory system, the high level of risk entailed in attempting
to gain dynamicfine control over the behaviourof anotherpredatorand the
potential for predator-preycoevolution (Jackson, 1992; Jackson& Pollard,
1996). Little is known, however, about Portia's problem-solvingability in
contexts otherthanpredation.One hypothesismight be thatPortia's facility
at adopting trial and error, being a special-purposeability that evolved
specificallyin the context of signal derivation,can be appliedby Portiaonly
in this particularcontext. Regardless of what the original use of trial and
errormay have been, an alternativehypothesisis thatuse of a generate-andtest algorithmserves as somethinglike a general-processlearningability(see
Beecher, 1988) that can be appliedto problemswith respectto which Portia
might not have evolved solutions (see Johnston,1985).
Here we investigate whetherPortia uses trial and errorto solve a confinementproblem.Our experimentshave similaritiesto Thorndike's(191 1)
confinement-testparadigmin which the goal was to test whether animals
can derive methods for escaping from enclosed areas. However,two modifications make the present study comparableto the study of trial-and-error
signal derivationby Portia (Jackson& Wilcox, 1993a):
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1) Portia in a web often performsaggressive-mimicrysignals while distant from the prey spider.This means that a particularsignal might drawin
a residentspider stepwise instead of immediately.When this happens,Portia experiences duringthe steps only partialsuccess, with prey capturedependingon repetitionof the partiallysuccessful signals (Jackson& Wilcox,
1993a). Here we introducepartialsuccess into a confinement-problemparadigm by requiringthatPortia escape step-wise from confinement.
2) In the signal-generationstudy (Jackson& Wilcox, 1993a), the signal
that would be successful was determinedat randombefore each test began.
Our confinementtests are made comparableby allowing choices (i.e. two
possible ways by which Portia might escape from an enclosed area) where
we decide beforehand,at random,which particularchoice will succeed.
There is no reason to expect that, for these spiders in nature,situations
would arise often, if ever, where there would be different rewards from
choosing between subtlydifferentmethodsfor crossing water.The unrealistic characterof the confinementproblemwas the very reasonfor choosing it
for this study.We wantedto challengethe spiderwith a problemthatwould
not be routinefor them in nature.

Materials and methods
All test subjects were juveniles (4-5 mm in body length) of Portia fimbriata taken from
laboratorycultures (rearedfrom eggs of more than 20 females in a controlled-environment
laboratory).The cultures were initiated from animals collected in Queensland, Australia.
Standardmaintenance procedures were adopted (Jackson & Hallas, 1986a) in enriched
environments(see Carducci& Jakob,2000) underoptimaldiet (Li & Jackson, 1997).
Experimentalapparatus(Fig. 1) was a water-filledrectangularplastic trayin which there
was an 'island' surroundedby an 'atoll'. The inneredge of each shorter(210 mm) side of the
atoll was 127.5 mm from the closest edge of the island and 127.5 mm from the closest edge
of the tray.The edge of each longer (300 mm) side of the atoll was 77.5 mm from the closest
edge of the island and 77.5 mm from the closest edge of the tray.Waterin the tray came up
to the height (20 mm) of the island and atoll. Preliminarytesting establishedthatthejuvenile
stages of P fimbriataused as test subjectscould not clear these distancesby leaping.
A plastic tube extended 60 mm below the tray. Its upperend went througha hole in the
bottom of the tray and opened in the centre of the island (Fig. 1). The tray was set on a
100-mm high wood frame that allowed space for reaching the lower opening of the tube.
Portiafimbriatawas introducedinto the bottom of this plastic tube and proddedup onto the
island with a plunger (a cork, slightly smallerin diameterthan the tube, with a stick handle
attachedbelow). Because of their acute eyesight, it can be assumed that the distantedge of
the traywas discernibleto the salticids.
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Fig. 1. Apparatusused in Experiment1IforascertainingwhetherPortiafimbriata uses trial
and errorto solve a confinementproblem. Spider emerges on island (I) surroundedby an
atoll (A) in water-filled tray and chooses either to leap or swim. Choice that would be
successful determinedat randombefore test begins. Successful choice: spider was moved
to atoll. Unsuccessful choice: spiderwas returnedto island. If firstchoice successful, spider
makes second choice from atoll. If first choice unsuccessful, spider makes second choice
from island. Island(I): 20 x 20 mm plastic squarewith hole in centre(entrypoint for spider).
Atoll (A): 25-mm wide plastic walkway forming rectangle(300 x 210 mm) aroundisland.
Tray(T): 580 x 380 mm.
Preliminarytesting established that P fimibriatawould leave the island, and attempt to
cross the water, either by swimming or by leaping. Although it has been reported that

salticids cannot swim (Ehlers, 1939; Foelix, 1996),
Pefimbriata readily moved across water
surfaceswithout sinking. When leaving the island by swimming, P fimbriata slowly placed
its forelegs on the water,pushedoff with its rearlegs, moved completelyout into the waterin
a spread-eaglepostureand then moved its legs in a stepwise fashionto propelitself across the
water surface in much the same way as has been described for aquaticlycosid and pisaurid
spiders (Schultz, 1987; Suter et al., 1997; Suter, 1999). When leaving the island by leaping,
P.finbriata landedon the water (usually at a point abouthalfway across) then swam the rest
choice (leap or swim) was recordedonce all legs were
of the way across. Portiafimnbriata's
on the water.Using this criterion,the choice recordedwas always unambiguous.
All trialswere carriedout between0830 and 1100 hours(laboratoryphotoperiod12L:12D,
lights on at 0800 hours). Between trials, the island and atoll were cleaned with 80% ethanol
and water, then dried, and the water in the tray was changed. Lighting was provided by a
200 W incandescentlamp positionedc. 300 mm aboveythe tank. Overheadflorescentlamps
providedadditionalambientlighting. All statisticalanalyses are from Sokal & Rohilf(1995).
No individualspiderwas used in more thanone test.

Experiment 1
Methods
Testspiderswere assignedat randomto two groups,spiderswith leapingpre-determinedto be
successful (N = 40) and spiderswith swimming pre-determinedto be successful (N = 40).
Any spider that attemptedto cross the water using the choice (swimming or leaping) predeterminedto be successful was helped to the atoll. This was done, once the choice was
made,by placing a small plastic scoop between the spiderand the island, then gently making
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waves to propelthe spiderto the atoll. Any spiderthat attemptedto cross the waterusing the
choice pre-determinedto be unsuccessful (e.g. swimming spiderin group with leaping predeterminedto be successful) was pushed back to the island (with scoop placed between the
spider and the atoll, gentle waves made to propel it back). The plastic scoop never touched
the spider.
Once on the atoll or backon the island,whetherthe consequenceof the firstchoice (reward
or setback) influenced a test spider's second choice could be considered. The rewardfor
making the correctchoice was only 'partialsuccess' at escaping from the water-filledtray
(i.e. a correct first choice got the spider only part of the way to the tray). On the atoll, a
spiderhad to choose again how to cross the waterbefore it could reachthe edge of the tray.It
might either repeat its first choice or switch. Repetitionwas predictedby the trial-and-error
hypothesis. A spider forced back to the island after an unsuccessful first choice had to try
again to reachthe atoll. It might repeatits earlierchoice or switch. Switching was predicted
by the trial-and-errorhypothesis.
Four possible outcomes were defined operationallywith no claims being made about
spider's understandingof the outcomes: (1) both the first and the second choice succeeded;
(2) neither the first nor the second choice succeeded; (3) the first choice succeeded but
the second choice failed; (4) the first choice failed but the second choice succeeded. Initial
choices were always made from the island. When the spider'sfirst choice failed, the second
choice was againmadefromon the island.When the firstchoice succeeded,the secondchoice
was made from the atoll. Whetherthe consequenceof the first choice influencedthe second
choice was consideredby using tests of independence,analysing separatelydata for spiders
thatleapt firstand spidersthat swam first.
Forty tests (i.e. half of the total numberof tests) were video taped, providing detailed
records of spider behaviour(swimming pre-determinedto be successful in 20; leaping predeterminedto be successful in the other 20). This included latencies to make choices and
second-by-secondrecords (tabulatedfor each spider separatelyfor when on the island and
when on the atoll) of behaviourand orientation(called collectively 'categories';categories
are not mutuallyexclusive): (1) facing outward(orientedmore closely to edge than centre
of tray);(2) facing inward(orientedmore closely to centre thanedge of tray);(3) stationary;
(4) walking (changinglocation by stepping);(5) pivoting (turningaboutwhile staying in one
place); (6) grooming;(7) leaning out (having some, but not all, leg tarsi in contact with the
water,but with other leg tarsi remainingon the island or atoll). Each spiderprovidedseven
scores, each score being calculatedas the percentageof the total time in seconds duringwhich
the spider's activity or orientationcorrespondedto the specified category. For example, a
spider's score for facing outwardwhile on the atoll was the time in seconds duringwhich it
was facing outwardwhile on the atoll divided by total time spent on the atoll (multipliedby
100 and expressedas a percentage).Changesin locationwere not recordedwhen spiderswere
on the island where space availablewas not much largerthanthe spideritself, but second-bysecond recordswere kept of sector changes when spiderswere on the atoll: 46 sectors, each
being a 20 mm length of the atoll.
Movementdata,and scores for behaviourand orientation(i.e. categories),were compared
by using Mann-WhitneyU-tests for paired comparisons after separatingout two groups:
spiders for which the first choice succeeded (FCS) and spiders for which the first choice
failed (FCF). FCS spiderswere on the atoll when makingtheirsecond choices, whereasFCF
spiderswere back on the island when makingtheir second choices.
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After a test spidercame up the tube,out of the hole andonto the island,testingwas aborted
if it failed to stay on the platformfor at least 10 s before making its first choice or failed to
make its first choice within 10 min. Tests were also abortedwhenever a spider (1) failed
to make its second choice within 10 min after its first (i.e. after reaching the atoll or being
returnedto the island) or (2) failed to remain on the island or atoll for at least 10 s before
makingits second choice. Only 12%of the tests had to be aborted.Spidersfrom abortedtests
were not used again. There were no instancesin which a spideron the island went back into
the hole or a spideron the atoll attemptedto returnto the island.

Resultsand discussion
First choices (from the island) were about equally often to leap (37) or to
swim (43) (test of goodness of fit, null hypothesis 50/50, NS). Spidersthat
leapt first (Table 1) and succeeded at reaching the atoll always leapt again
(row 1 and 2), whereas spiders that leapt first, but failed to reach the atoll,
usually switched to swimming (row 3 and 4). Spiders that swam first and
succeeded at reachingthe atoll usually swam again (row 1 and 2), whereas
spiders that swam first, but failed to reach the atoll, usually switched to
leaping (row 3 and 4).
When choosing for the first time, spiders on the island spent most of
their time facing outward(Table 2), apportioningtime especially between
TABLE 1. Data from Experiment1. Portia fimbriatasurroundedby water

Chooses twice in succession to leap or to swim

N
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4

Spiderrepeatedsuccessful first
choice
Spiderswitched when firstchoice
was successful
Spiderswitched when firstchoice
was unsuccessful
Spiderrepeatedunsuccessfulfirst
choice

Test of independence*

Spiderleapt first

Spiderswam first

37
17

43
17

0

3

17

19

3

4

X2 = 26.73
p <0.001

x2 = 19.57
p <0.001

Findings (analysed separatelyfor leapt first and swam first) show that success or failure of
firstchoice influences second choice.
Shows second choice dependson consequenceof firstchoice.
-
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TABLE 2. Details of behaviour of 40 Portia fimbriata in Experiment1.

Spiderson island beforemakingfirst choice
Latency Facing Stationary Walking Pivoting Grooming Leaning
(%)
out
(s)
outward
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

Median
First
quartile
Third
quartile
Minimum
Maximum

(%)

276
215

100
97

38
31

19
8

26
21

0
0

8
4

392

100

46

28

36

4

15

79
571

92
100

7
68

0
37

14
50

0
23

2
29

Latency:time elapsing before makingchoice. Score for each category(facing outward,etc.):
time (expressed as percentageof total time elapsing before first choice) engaged in stated
category.

walking, pivoting and being stationary.After making a first choice, spiders
tendedto stay stationaryfor close to half the time leadingup to their second
choice (Table 3 & 4). Scores for grooming and for leaning out were low
before both the first and the second choice (Table 2-4). Although spiders
moved about on the atoll, they rarelywent very far (Table3). Both the first
and second choices were usually made afterabout5 min (Table2-4).
When makingsecond choices, FCS (firstchoice succeeded:Table3) and
FCF (first choice failed: Table 4) spidershad statisticallyindistinguishable
latencies (Mann-Whitney U-test, NS) and statistically indistinguishable
scores for remainingstationary(NS) andgrooming(NS), but they differedin
otherways. Comparedwith FCF spiders(on the island),FCS spiders(on the
atoll) had higher scores for facing outward(p &lt;0.001) and walking about
(p &lt;
0.005), and lower scores for pivoting (p &lt;
0.005) and leaning out
0.05).
(p &lt;
Spiders began tests on an island surroundedby water where they could
choose to leap or choose to swim. Choosing had one of two consequences.
Eitherthe spiderfailed to get closer to the edge of the water-filledtray (i.e.
it landedback on island) or it succeeded at getting closer to the edge of the
water-filledtray(i.e. it landedon the atoll).Whichconsequenceheld for each
potentialchoice was arbitrary(decidedat randombeforethe test). These tests
can be envisaged as attemptsto train spiderseither to leap or to swim, and
most spiderswere trainedin one trialto leap or in one trialto swim.
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TABLE 3. Details of behaviour 22 Portia fimbriata in Experiment 1. Spiders on atoll

in text)
Latency
(s)
Median
First quartile
Thirdquartile
Minimum
Maximum

289
232
411
109
468

Facing
outward
(%)
99
96
100
37
100

Stationary
(%)
43
32
62
27
77

Walking
(%)

Pivoting
(%)

Grooming
(%)

19
10
31
2
41

18
14
21
7
35

6
0
16
0
42

Latency:time elapsing before making choice. Score for each category(facing outward,etc.): time (expre
before first choice) engaged in stated category.

TABLE 4. Details of behaviour of 18 Portia fimbriata in Experiment ] (see text) w

first choice (FCF in text)
Latency
(s)
Median
First quartile
Thirdquartile
Minimum
Maximum

280
233
342
75
481

Facing
outward
(%)m
86
75
91
50
98

Stationary
(%)
45
40
51
27
65

Walking
(%)

Pivoting
(%)

5
4
16
0
25

28
20
33
13
37

Latency: time elapsing before making choice. Score for each category (facing outward, etc.): time (ex
elapsing before first choice) engaged in statedcategory.
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Spiders for which the first choice was leaping always leapt again when
leaping succeeded and usually switched to swimming when leaping failed.
Spidersfor which the first choice was swimming usually swam again when
swimming succeeded and usually switched to leaping when swimming
failed. These findingssuggest thatspidersperceivewhetherthe consequence
of the firstchoice is failure(i.e. whether,afterchoosing, they are no closer to
the edge of the tray)or success (i.e. whether,afterchoosing, they land closer
to the edge of the tray)anduse this feedbackwhen choosing the second time.
The findings may also suggest an inherentreluctanceto switch that makes
trainingto repeateasier thantrainingto switch, but firmconclusions on this
possibility await furtherstudy.
Alternativehypotheses related to latency appearto have been ruled out.
For example, had the experienceof being pushedback to the island induced
spidersto wait longer before makinga second choice ('spiderwas stunned')
or had being pushed forwardinduced spidersto choose again more quickly
('spider's momentumfrom first choice carriedthroughto second choice'),
then an alternativehypothesis might have been that the spider's inclination
to repeat choices simply decreases as the time interval between choices
increases. However, this hypothesis is not supported:success or failure of
first choice did not vary significantlyin relationto latency to make second
choice.
However,othervariablescan not be ruled out so easily. Scores for facing
outward and walking when making second choices were higher for FCS
(first choice succeeded) spiders on the atoll than for FCF (first choice
failed) spiders on the island, whereas FSF spiders had significantlyhigher
scores for pivoting and leaning out. Differencesin these scores appearto be
consequencesof the experimentaldesign.
FCS spiders usually walked across the sector of the atoll on which they
arrived,then paused, therebycoming to a stop facing outward.FCF spiders
usually paused where they landed on the island (facing inward), perhaps
because the hole in the middle of the island inhibitedwalking immediately
across.
FCS spiders (on the atoll) having, comparedwith FCF spiders (on the
island), higher scores for walking and lower scores for pivoting before
making second choices was probablya consequenceof FCS spidershaving
more room for walking on the atoll than on the island. FCS spidershaving
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lower scores for leaning out was probably a consequence of the atoll
affordingmore space thanthe island for avoidingcontactwith the water.
FCS spiders arrivedat a new locality (the atoll), whereas FCF spiders
returnedto a locality (the island)fromwhich they had only recentlydeparted.
Perceptionof the island as familiarmight be mediatedby detection of silk
draglinesor othertracesleft behind (see Clark& Jackson, 1994, 1995).
How any of these potential consequences of the experimentaldesign
might have made FCS spiders more likely to repeat their first choices
and FCF spiders more likely to switch is unclear, but we can not rule
out the possibility that these or other unappreciatedfactors might explain
our findings. This problem has similarities to the problem of ruling out
'contextualvariables',a notoriousdifficultyin cognitiveresearch(Bitterman,
1965; McPhail, 1985; Kamil, 1988, 1998).
Confidencein the conclusion that spidersbased second choices on their
perceptionof the success or failure of first choices is, however, enhanced
by anothertwo experimentsin which we disconnectarrivalat the atoll from
perceptionof success and disconnectreturnto the island with perceptionof
failure.From the trial-and-error
hypothesis, we predictthat spidersarriving
on the atoll aftera failurewill switch (Experiment2) and spidersarrivingon
the island aftera success will repeat(Experiment3).

Experiment 2
Methods
Apparatusand methods were as in ExperimentI (Fig. 1) except that the test spidermade its
firstchoice from the atoll (N = 28) and, regardlessof whetherits firstchoice was to swim or
leap, it was pushedbackto the atoll (i.e. these spidersalways hadto maketheirsecond choices
from the atoll and theirfirstchoices always failed). This reversedthe situationin Experiment
1 where spiderschoosing from the atoll were always the spidersthathad experiencedsuccess
at getting closer to the shoreline(edge of the tray).
Testing was initiatedby using a plunger(see Experiment1) to entice the spider out of a
hand-heldplastic tube (same length and diameteras tube in Experiment1) onto one of the
long sides of the atoll. Testing was abortedif the test spider: (1) came out facing inward
(towardisland) (happened5 times); (2) left the atoll before a 10-s period elapsed afterbeing
placed on it (happened4 times); (3) spent more than 10 min on the atoll without leaving
(happened3 times); (4) left in directionof island (happenedonce).
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Resultsand discussion
For data analysis, the spiders were divided into two groups: spiders that
leapt firstand spidersthatswam first.Experiment1 provideddatafor spiders
making their second choices on the atoll afterhaving made successful first
choices (i.e. afterhavingmade a firstchoice, swim or leap, thatbroughtthem
closer to the edge of the tray).The presentexperimentprovideddataon the
reverse:spidersmaking their second choices on the atoll afterhaving made
unsuccessfulfirstchoices (i.e. aftera choice, swim or leap, thatbroughtthem
no closer to the edge of the tray).
Spidersthat chose to leap first always leapt again when they were on the
atoll aftera success (Experiment1), butusually switchedto swimmingwhen
they were on the atoll after a failure (Experiment2). Spiders that chose to
swim first usually swam again when they were on the atoll after a success
(Experiment1), but usually switched to leaping when they were on the atoll
aftera failure(Experiment2) (Table5).
For these comparisons,being on the atoll when making second choices
is a constant.The variablethat appearsto matteris whetherthe first choice
succeeded or failed to bringthe spidercloser to the shoreline.
TABLE 5.

Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4

Spidersmakingsecond choicefrom atoll

Spiderrepeatedsuccessful firstchoice
Spiderswitched when firstchoice was
successful
Spiderswitched when firstchoice was
unsuccessful
Spiderrepeatedunsuccessfulfirstchoice

Test of independence

Spiderleapt
first

Spiderswam
first

17
0

17
3

12

13

1

2

X2 = 26.15
0.001
p &lt;

X2= 17.74
p &lt;
0.001

Data for first choice succeeding came from Experiment 1. Data for first choice failing
came from Experiment2. Repetitionof choice (swim or leap) depends on its consequences
regardlessof whetherspidersleapt or swam first.
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Fig. 2. Apparatusused in Experiment3 for ascertainingwhetherPortiafimbriata derives
solutionsto a confinementproblemby trialand errorwhen second choice is made from same
location (island) as first choice. Spider emerges on island in centre of water-filledtray (A).
Two slantedmetal sheets put into place afterspidermakes firstchoice (B) and left in place if
choice is successful, but immediatelyremovedif choice is unsuccessful.

Experiment 3
Methods
Apparatusand methods were as in Experiment 1 (Fig. 1) except that no atoll was present,
the spider was always pushed back to the island after its firstchoice and a manipulationwas
introducedfor generatingpartialsuccess despite the spiderbeing returnedto the island.
Arriving on the island for the first choice, the spider faced a distant shoreline (edge of
tray) and a wide expanse of water.Dependingon the group to which the spiderwas assigned
at random, it faced either the same distant shoreline (Group 1, N = 30) or else a closer
shoreline (Group 2, N = 30) when it made its second choice from the island. As soon as
a spider in Group 1 was returnedto the island, the metal sheets (sloped down from the tray
edge to water level) (Fig. 2) were put into place. The distance from the island to the closer
(i.e. water-level)side of each metal sheet correspondedto the distance from the island to the
atoll in Experiment1. If the spiderhad been assigned to Group 1, then the metal sheets were
immediatelyremoved.If the spiderhad been assigned to Group2, then the metal sheets were
left in place. This meantthat spidersin Group2, despite being back on the same island from
which they made theirfirstchoice, had achieved partialsuccess because the expanse of water
had shrunk.

Results and discussion

Data were analysed separatelyfor spiders that leapt first and spiders that
swam first. Of spiders that leapt first, those in Group 1 (shorelineremained
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TABLE6. Spidersmakingsecond choicefrom island (Experiment3)

N
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4

Spiderrepeatedsuccessful firstchoice
Spiderswitched when firstchoice was
successful
Spiderswitched when firstchoice was
unsuccessful
Spiderrepeatedunsuccessfulfirstchoice

Test of independence

Spiderleapt
first

Spiderswam
first

12
3

14
l

13

11

2

4

x2 = 13.39,
p <0.001

x2

=

13.89,

p <0.001

After successful first choice, shoreline brought closer. After unsuccessful first choice,
shoreline remained as distant as before first choice. Repetition of choice (swim or leap)
dependson its consequenceregardlessof whetherspidersleapt or swam first.

distant)usually switched whereasthose in Group2 (shorelinecame closer)
usuallyrepeatedtheirfirstchoices (test of independence,p < 0.05, Table6).
Of spidersthat swam first,those in Group 1 usually switchedwhereasthose
in Group2 usually repeatedtheirfirstchoices (Table6).
Being on an island and being in a familiar locality were ruled out as
variablesthat might have accountedfor the findings. No matterwhat first
choices were made, all spidersgot pushedback. Each spiderhad to make its
first and its second choice from the same place. These findings imply that
whetherthe first choice succeeded or failed to bring the spidercloser to the
shorelinewas the variablethatinfluencedthe spider.

General discussion
ForP.fimbriata,use of trial-and-error,
a generate-and-testalgorithm,appears
not to be restrictedto signal derivation.By repeating successful choices
and switching after failures, P. fimbriata solved a confinement problem.
However, signal derivationapparentlyrelies on a much greatergenerating
capacity. For solving the confinementproblem, choice was between only
two potential methods of crossing an expanse of water, but the number
of signals P. fimbriata may generate appears almost limitless. Another
difference is that, in trial-and-errorsignal-generationstudy (Jackson &
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Wilcox, 1993a), whetherPortia would switch signals after failure was not
explicitly considered. Only repetition of successful signals was shown.
derivationapparentlyworksboth ways: P.fimbriata
However,trial-and-error
solved a confinementproblemboth by repeatingsuccesses and by switching
afterfailure.
A routineproblemPortia is known to face in naturewas simulatedin the
trial-and-errorsignal-generationstudy (Jackson & Wilcox, 1993a) but the
confinementproblem was deliberatelyartificial.Although Portia in nature
mightsometimesneed to cross water,thereis no evidencethatcrossingwater
is a routine occurrence.The manipulationsperformedin this study (being
helped forwardor forced back) are almost surely alien to anythingPortia
might routinelyencounterin nature.
Detouring behaviouris yet anotherexample of Portia's flexibility (Tarsitano & Andrew, 1999). Portia reaches prey by taking indirectroutes (detours) when direct routes are unavailable(Tarsitano& Jackson, 1992), including 'reverse-routedetours' (detoursthat can be completed only by initially moving away from, and losing sight of, the prey) (Tarsitano& Jackson, 1994, 1997). In encounterswith certaintypes of prey, such as spitting
spiders, which are particularlydangerous(Li et al., 1999), Portia takes detours by choice even when shorterdirect routes are available (Jackson &
Wilcox, 1993b; Jackson et al., 1998). In all of these studies, Portia solved
a path-findingproblemby selecting a route ahead of time. Although detour
problemsand confinementproblemsall entail decisions relatedto locomotion, trial-and-errorsolutions have not been allowed for in detour studies.
WhetherPortia would, in an appropriatelydesignedexperiment,apply trialand-errorto solve detourproblemshas not been investigated.
Learning,or the modificationof behaviourby experience(Lorenz, 1965;
Stephens, 1991), differs from other types of phenotypic plasticity (WestEberhard, 1989) by being cognitive in character.That spider behaviour
is modified by experience is firmly established (Grunbaum,1927; Bays,
1962; LeGuelte, 1969; Lahue, 1973; Seyfarthet al., 1982). Numerousrecent
studies have demonstratedhow priorexperienceinfluences spiderintraspecific interactions,web-buildingbehaviourand foragingdecisions (Sebrier&
Krafft,1993; Sandoval,1994; Edwards& Jackson,1994;Whitehouse,1997;
Morse, 1999, 2000a, b; Heiling & Herberstein,1999; Nakata& Ushimura,
1999; Tso, 1999; Venneret al., 2000).
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Trial and errorby Portia appearsto be at least a rudimentaryexample
of learning (Staddon, 1983), or more technically an example of operant
conditioning(Skinner,1938). At least short-termmemoryis implied (Davis
& Dougan, 1988) because Portia must remember the last decision and
its consequence. Questions pertainingto how long memory traces persist
are currentlybeing investigatedand have importantcognitive implications.
However,a differentcognitiveissue, problem-solvingability,may be of more
interest.
A compelling argumentmight be made for how Portia's predatorystrategy, being based on web invasionand close interplaywith anotherpredator,
might favourespecially pronouncedproblem-solvingin the contextof signal
derivationand during other stages in predatorysequences. It has been argued thatcomplex systems, such as those impliedby learningandcognition,
may often enable animals to respond flexibly and adaptivelyto problems
outside the context in which these systems evolved (Johnston,1985; Papaj,
1986; Dukas, 1998b). In Portia, perhapsa predatorystrategythat routinely
demandsfine controlover the behaviourof dangerousprey has set the stage
for the evolutionof problem-solvingabilitiesthat,as a spin-off, can be readily appliedto novel situations,includingconfinementproblems.
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